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ABSTRACT. The dominance of agency theory can

reduce our collective scope to analyse private equity in all

its diversity and depth. We contribute to theorisation of

private equity by developing a contrasting perspective

that draws on a rich tradition of virtue ethics. In doing so,

we juxtapose ‘private equity’ with ‘public good’ to

develop points of rhetorical and analytical contrast. We

develop a typology differentiating various forms of private

equity, and focus on the ‘take private’ form. These

takeovers are where private equity funds are used to buy

all a firm’s publicly listed shares. Take private deals reduce

reporting requirements and lessen the amount of public

scrutiny a firm comes under. They allow greater control

of a firm’s assets and resources but also have effects in

terms of the wider social fabric. The ‘public good’ and

virtue ethics offer an alternative basis for theorisation of

these deals. This provides a needed contrast to accounts of

private equity based on agency theory.
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Though a great deal has been written about private

equity in recent years, most of this literature has been

concerned with corporate finance or business strat-

egy (Benjamin and Margulis, 2005; De Clercq and

Dimov, 2008; Filatotchev and Toms, 2006; Fraser-

Sampson, 2007; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2008; Kaplan

and Schoar, 2005; Keil et al., 2008; Wright and

Lockett, 2003). The ethical implications of private

equity are comparatively under-studied (Folkman

et al., 2006). The potential negative consequences of

private equity buy-outs: on employment terms and

conditions, and on wider society; are nonetheless

apparent (Froud and Williams, 2007).

As well as the effects of private equity deals on the

workforce, and on pension funds, the potential for

profiteering raises ethical concerns. The scandal

relating to the buy-out and demise of the MG Rover

car manufacturing group in the UK is a case in point.

The ‘Phoenix Four’ – a consortium of local busi-

nessmen, including the former Chief Executive of

MG Rover – made a profit of £42 million during

their 5-year ownership of the company, which they

bought for a token £10 and left with more than

£1 billion in debts (Webb et al., 2009). Whilst the

popular media have been quick to condemn and

vilify these individuals, there is a need to develop

more systematic, theoretical accounts of private

equity.

In this article, we contribute to theorisation of

private equity and open up space to consider the

wider implications of private equity deals. The

agency theory of the firm which underpins the logic

of many private equity deals neglects these wider

effects. The dominance of agency theory (which is

discussed in detail below) is such that there is a

danger we have a monolithic representation of pri-

vate equity. To develop contrasting representations

of social phenomena is valuable since it enhances

our collective scope to analyse them (Ferraro et al.,

2005; Ghoshal, 2005; Zald, 1996). This article

contributes to our understanding of private equity

by proposing just such a contrast. This draws on the

concept ‘public good’,1 which can help to, ‘correct

the distorted prioritization of the maximization of

profit in every business decision’ (O’Brien, 2009,

p. 35). The article is structured as follows: we first

analyse the term private equity and propose a basic

typology; we then discuss large ‘take private’ deals

and the agency theory of the firm which underpins

the argument for such deals; next we argue there is a

need to offer a contrasting perspective to agency

theory and introduce the concept of public good to

develop points of rhetorical and analytical contrast.

We conclude by advocating the relevance of a virtue

ethics perspective on private equity and the public

good.
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Private equity

A typology of private equity

Private equity is a catch-all term for a multiform

asset class that goes towards making up a highly

diverse fund management and venture capital sector.

In basic terms, the sector can be thought of in terms

of four kinds of transaction, reflecting broad delin-

eations between: (i) ‘venture’ and ‘buyout’ deals

(Fraser-Sampson, 2007) and (ii) deals that are com-

paratively ‘simple’ or ‘complex’, where complexity

refers to the number of actors and their interrela-

tionships (rather than the intrinsic complexity of an

investment decision). Confusingly, individuals and

organisations describing themselves as ‘venture cap-

italists’ often undertake buyout activity and fund

buyouts (Wright and Robbie, 1998). Nonetheless a

basic distinction between venture and buy-out pri-

vate equity is tenable, as is a distinction between

comparatively simple and more complex deals.

In terms of venture private equity, in simple

(small scale and domestic) deals private equity pro-

vides capital in return for equity to finance growth

(Benjamin and Margulis, 2005). The second, more

complex venture deal can come in the form of larger

corporations seeking to maintain or sustain com-

petitive advantage, scanning the horizon for the

kinds of breakthrough innovations that often come

from smaller, more entrepreneurial firms (Barney,

2002). Larger firms who employ corporate venture

capital may be investing in their own capability as

much as seeking to generate profit, hence this model

is closer to a strategic alliance than a straightforward

swap of investment for equity (indeed it may not

strictly constitute equity if investment is simply

recorded as debt) (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2008).

In terms of buyout private equity, this includes

simple (small to mid-sized, domestic) transactions

such as those involving management buy-outs

(MBOs) and in some cases buy-ins (MBIs) or a

mixture (BIMBOS). These usually relate to estab-

lished but private (in the sense of unlisted) compa-

nies. The more complex, larger kind of buy-out

involves very large domestic or international trans-

actions. Here, private equity firms use a combination

of equity and bank debt to finance the purchase of all

publicly quoted shares in a company: a ‘take private’

deal. Firms specialising in ‘take private’ deals often

do this as a precursor to radical restructuring,

potentially selling assets to support debt levels in-

curred in a purchase and altering the terms of

employment in relation to working conditions, pay

and pension provision (Froud and Williams, 2007;

Clark, 2007). This kind of radical restructuring

(which advocates of some take private deals would

maintain is necessary to ensure corporate survival)

is more easily accomplished away from the glare

which such changes might attract in an ordinary

public company. This basic typology is shown in

Figure 1.

Part of the difficulty with analysing private

equity critically from a business ethics perspective is

a result of diversity in the sector. Many different

activities are described as private equity and the

superficial, unitary gloss this term provides can be

unhelpful. Investment by venture capitalists in a

would-be entrepreneur working out of their garage

bears no resemblance to corporate takeovers by

massive collective investment schemes. The myth-

ologised provision of expertise by a ‘Dragon’ or

‘Shark’ (to use the popular terminology from TV

shows) is worlds apart from the brokering of such

large transactions. Despite such clear and obvious

contrasts, it is not easy to categorise private equity.

The four kinds we have chosen: venture capital,

corporate venture capital, mid-sized buy-out and

large buy-out; are inevitably simplifications. Ven-

ture capital firms often form syndicates, for

example, De Clercq and Dimov, 2008; Wright and

Lockett, 2003. There is nothing to stop ‘venture’

capital firms combining to buy-out firms. Firms

that want to acquire financial capital can them-

selves form strategic alliances, with or without

committing to an equity position (Gopalakrishnan

et al., 2008). In high technology contexts, and

contrary to criticisms of private equity as being

inevitably short-termist, the motivation for corpo-

rate venture capital may have more to do with

learning and the development of capability than

with securing an immediate return on investment

(Keil et al., 2008).

Private equity may play very different roles

depending on the firm’s life cycle, for instance, there

are profound differences between the nature and

basis for security of start-up capital, versus turn-

around capital (Filatotchev and Toms, 2006). The

debt–leverage ratio can also vary enormously in
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private equity deals, from comparatively straight-

forward positions on equity to the sophisticated use

of financial engineering and ‘bootstrapped’, geared

or leveraged buyouts (LBOs). This has implications

for the relationship between risk and investment.

Another complicating factor is that the constituents

of backing consortia vary considerably, including

investments banks and individuals, as well as insti-

tutional investors such as pension funds, commercial

and retail banks, insurance companies, public agen-

cies and government bodies. Private equity firms

may also be buying out other private equity firms.

These secondary buy-outs represent a substantial

proportion of the biggest recent buy-out deals,

including (in the UK) the sale of Saga & AA and

United Biscuits (Gilligan and Wright, 2008, p. 13).

Finally, the structure of private equity firms varies in

terms of transparency, governance arrangements,

taxation and source of investment capital, some of

which is a function of national legislation rather than

strategic choice. As a whole then, this sector is a

great deal more complex than the unitary label

‘private equity’ implies.

In this article, we are interested in analysing one

form of buy-out private equity – the ‘take private’

business model (TPBM), sometimes also referred to

as ‘Public2Private’ or ‘P2P’ buy-outs. This is a suf-

ficiently distinctive variant to be considered in its

own right. In terms of our typology, as a whole,

buy-out activity is the most substantial form of pri-

vate equity in both scale and impact. Froud and

Williams (2007, p. 406) suggest that two-thirds of

private equity capital globally is deployed in buy-out

activity, with only 5% of private equity funds in

Europe and the UK channelled into venture capital.

According to the British Private Equity and Venture

Capital Association,2 in 2006 £29 billion was raised

by UK private equity-backed funds focused on buy-

outs. Of this, 85% (£25.1 billion) was targeted at

large transactions, i.e. whose value exceeded

£10 million. For 2007, although very large buy-

outs (valued at £100 million or more) represented

only 10% of total UK buy-outs by number, they

made up almost 90% of buy-out activity by value

(Gilligan and Wright, 2008, pp. 11–12). This is

largely accounted for by the two biggest ‘take

Simple

Complex

Venture Buyout

Joint Venture between a very large 
and a much smaller firm (e.g. in big 
pharma and bio�tech; high technology 
markets) (may or may not involve 
equity position) 

Venture capital – less complex if 
between one investing firm and an 
entrepreneur (swap of start�up / roll�out 
capital for equity) 

 ‘Take private’ deals, combining multiple 
investors in a fund to buy�out a public 
company 

Corporate Venture Capital (e.g. a type of 
joint venture, may or may not involve 
equity position – less complex if related 
to a particular technology) 

Syndicate between two or more VC 
firms (extension of venture capital) Management Buyout (MBO) of a 

medium sized firm (or the business 
activity of a larger, parent firm) by its 
own management; domestic 
transactions, usually not publicly listed 
companies 

More complex MBOs or Buyins (MBI) or a mix 
(BIMBOs) larger firms, bigger teams, gearing, 
international transactions, listed companies. 

Large, secondary buy�outs of companies 
already the target of take private deals 

Figure 1. A typology of private equity forms.
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private’ deals in 2007: Alliance Boots and EMI val-

ued at £11.1 and £3.2 billion, respectively. In terms

of our two dimensions this is the ‘buyout’, ‘complex’

form.

‘Take private’ private equity and agency theory

The logic underpinning the TPBM is that private

equity can resolve the fundamental agency problem

in the firm: i.e. managers may not act in the best

interests of shareholders (Jensen and Meckling,

1976). The agency problem can be traced to Bearle

and Means who suggest that one consequence of the

way modern corporations are governed, is the

divergence of interests between managers and

owners of firms, ‘owners most emphatically will not

be served by a profit-seeking controlling group

[who] can serve their own pockets better by prof-

iting at the expense of the company than by making

profits for it’ (Bearle and Means, 1932/2002,

p. 114). This agency theory of the firm contrasts

with both stewardship and stakeholder theories of

the firm. Stewardship theories suggest managers’

interests are not simply selfish and do not necessar-

ily diverge from those of owners (Donaldson and

Davis, 1991). Stakeholder theories involve consid-

ering more than simply the benefits to shareholders

(Freeman, 1984).

Even though in our typology the TPBM is clearly

the most complex constellation of actors, institutions

and interests, the logic it relies on is very simple. It

starts from the same initial assumptions as agency

theory: a divide between principals (owners, share-

holders) and their agents (managers), and a diver-

gence of interests between these two parties. ‘Taking

private’ resolves the agency problem by making the

managers of a firm its owners, thus collapsing

management and shareholder interests. The Walker

report, which was commissioned as a self-avowedly

‘independent review’ (Walker, 2007, p. 3) of the

industry in the UK, describes the principal advantage

of private equity as ‘direct alignment of interest

achieved by private equity between ownership and

management’ (Walker, 2007, p. 21). However, this

precludes considering the interests of other stake-

holders affected by the TPBM.

Agency relationships exist under contract where

one or more persons (principals) engage others

(agents) to perform a service. In firms, this involves

delegation of authority from the owners to the

agent: managerial discretion (O’Sullivan, 2000).

There is a long standing acceptance of managerial

discretion in theories of the firm (Bearle and Means,

1932; Chandler, 1977; Marris, 1964; Means, 1930;

Williamson, 1964, 1967). A consequence of such

discretion is that it offers space for countervailing

power in the interest of a wider set of stakeholders

than a firm’s owners (Galbraith, 1952, 1967). The

logic of the TPBM is to reject any such deference to

professional managers. This implies that the actions

of management are understood in negative terms, as

markers of waste and inefficiency that reduce returns

to shareholders. Instead of merely accepting the

presence of residual loss (the opportunity cost of

managerial discretion), the TPBM seeks to limit or

eliminate it. This involves limiting managerial

discretion and also sidelining or ignoring non-

shareholder interests. This is done by combining

incentive schemes and performance monitoring

regimes. Both of these incentivise managers to act as

owners by linking remuneration to firm perfor-

mance. In the UK, for example, in private equity

acquisitions performance management is an investor

concern in 79% of cases whilst executive stock

options and incentives are used in 32% of cases to

incentivise management to deliver on contractual

conditions (Martin et al., 2007, pp. 84–88).

The potentially negative consequences of such

new regimes are apparent and yet the Walker report

unequivocally describes this limiting of managerial

discretion as a benefit. Limiting discretion means,

‘the direct alignment and short chain of communi-

cation between the general partner and the execu-

tive of the operating company, facilitating proactive

and real-time convergence between shareholder

interests and management’ (2007, p. 10). It is con-

tested whether the TPBM necessarily results in

superior returns to investors, partly because the

charge and fee metrics of private equity firms are so

steep (Folkman et al., 2006; Froud and Williams,

2007; GMB/TSC, 2007; Kaplan and Schoar, 2005).

Another consideration is that as investment in pri-

vate equity has grown, given the sheer size of some

private equity funds, there is an imperative for

private equity fund managers to do something

with the money. As Fraser-Sampson (2007, pp. 47–

48) suggests, ‘there is considerable scepticism… as to
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whether such [take private] deals can produce the

sort of return to which investors have become

accustomed in the past, but this is a development

which has really been forced on the buyout sector by

the inexorable rise in fund sizes and thus in target

transaction size’. Therefore, in effect rather than the

agency problem being resolved, the TPBM may

mean it is simply displaced and reformulated. Whilst

it may not be in investors’ (principals) best interests

to pursue take private deals, fund managers (their

agents) face incentives to continue with them.

The need for a contrast to agency theory

Existing criticisms of the TPBM have focused on its

distributional consequences and the effects of its

limited transparency (Ireland, 2005). The Walker

review itself is concerned with guidelines on trans-

parency and disclosure. It never questions the agency

logic underpinning the TPBM. Walker promotes

an unequivocally favourable contrast between the

(inferior, inefficient) public company and the

(superior, efficient) private equity run firm. Listed

companies suffer because of, ‘the attenuation and

potential impairment of the agency relationship

between owner and manager as a result of the formal

structures that have been imposed in listed compa-

nies as the means of assuring appropriate account-

ability to a large group of public shareholders’

(Walker, 2007, p. 10). This follows from the

assumptions of agency theory: private equity is not

only a superior vehicle for realising efficiency gains,

it also at the same stroke simplifies relations

of accountability and otherwise potentially messy

problems of corporate governance. If we accept

these assumptions, whatever problems are currently

occasioned by the TPBM, the question is neither

how we should regulate private equity nor is it what

other business models should be used. Instead, the

only policy problem becomes how to improve how

private equity operates, or how to convince and

educate those who are still in doubt about the

TPBM. This explains why the Walker report has

such a narrow remit, solely to examine the ‘ade-

quacy of disclosure and transparency’ (Walker, 2007,

preface).

Yet, there are far broader potential problems with

the TPBM. What, for instance, are the employment

and pension rights of those whose employer is sold

onto a private equity firm? What is the cost to the

tax payer of tax breaks to partners of private equity

firms? Are investors in private equity funds well

served? More broadly, what is the effect of large scale

transfers of corporations and the associated disrup-

tion of employment contracts on the social fabric?

Once the tenets of agency theory are accepted, any

debate about private equity is terminally constrained

because all efficiency gains are understood in terms

of return on investment. All costs to wider society

are off balance sheet. Advocates of the TPBM are

then able to claim it is the wider public who need

educating. Transparency comes about because of a

‘need for greater openness and explanation’ (Walker,

2007, p. 35). Although it is worth noting that one

thing private equity firms and individuals do not

apparently need to be open about or explain is how

much they earn: ‘the compensation arrangements of

senior executives of private equity firms are properly

a matter of interest and concern for limited partners

as owners but not a matter for accountability to

other stakeholders or of wider public interest’

(Walker, 2007, p. 14).

This focus exclusively on owners’ interests

neglects wider effects (Scholtens, 2006). The nar-

rowness of the agency theory of the firm obscures

important, broader questions about the nature of

control and the actions of power (Delbridge and

Ezzamel, 2005; Knights and McCabe, 1999; Starkey,

1995). A related consequence is that rather than

understanding the terms private and public rela-

tionally, or as in some senses mutually constitutive,

the logic supporting the TPBM leads to a remnant

conception of the public. The public is that which is

left behind, once the private has been accounted for.

In the following section, we try to reclaim ‘public’ in

discussion of the public good. This is not articulated

in the extant literature on private equity, but it is the

basis for our perspective on the TPBM that contrasts

with agency theory.

The public good

Corporate governance

There are barriers facing any attempt to develop a

contrasting perspective of private equity, which are
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in part a consequence of academic specialisation.

Private equity has historically been seen as the

province of finance or business strategy and accounts

in business ethics are comparatively rare (Cumming

and Johan, 2007). The space for critique is shrunken

further because these fields are dominated by agency

theory, and as a result rely on narrow constructions

of terms such as ‘corporate’ and ‘governance’. The

firm is seen as an agent and aggregate of agents rather

than as a different social form, or as embedded in a

set of wider social relations. Hence, the notion

of corporate is limited. Similarly, governance is

understood in terms of contractual relations, rather

than in systemic, cultural or ethical terms, or in

terms of a wider impact on society. As a topic within

mainstream research into business and management,

interest in corporate governance has increased in the

last decade owing to a series of high profile corporate

scandals (Ashforth et al., 2008; Sundaramurthy and

Lewis, 2003). These failures of practice have also

been seen as the consequence of failures in theory

and, in part, the overwhelming dominance of

agency theory (Daily et al., 2003). Corporate gov-

ernance is usually operationalised in terms of the

actions of powerful individuals – typically under-

stood as acting on behalf of shareholders or investors

– for instance, the actions of the chief executive,

chairman and board members (Chaterjee, 2008;

Deakin and Konzelmann, 2003; Jones and Goldberg,

1982; Mayers et al., 1997).

In line with the logic supporting the TPBM, these

treatments of governance rely on agency theory.

This places exclusive emphasis on the actions of

individuals, and on individual choices that are typi-

cally construed as the outcome of a rational choice

process: self-interested, concerned with maximising

utility and understandable in terms of a discrete series

of steps (gather information, generate options, weigh

these up, implement the one that maximises utility).

This approach reflects what Ghoshal calls a ‘gloomy’

contractual view of the social world, a world dom-

inated by relationships within a marketplace, rather

than one that emphasises values, emotions or ethical

principles (Ghoshal, 2005). The bias to agency

theory has provoked debate as to the role of the

academy in influencing the moral climate for organ-

isational life (Donaldson, 2005). The effects of this

agency bias have been far-reaching, for example,

they have influenced assessments of accountability

even in non-profit organisations and the public

sector (Gaudin, 1998). When it comes to thinking

about the TPBM and its effects on wider society, the

agency bias severely constrains conceptualisation. It

is contrary to well established ideas relating to the

governance of the public sphere, where there has

been, since the inception of democracy, a long

standing interest in the public good.

The public good

The public good is an overarching criterion we

invoke when considering whether something ben-

efits wider society (Carcello, 2009; O’Brien, 2009;

Patashnik, 2003; Shapiro and Rynes, 2005; Sher-

gold, 1997; Tullock, 1984). This could be the result

of the actions of a political administration, the col-

lapse or birth of an institution, wide scale political or

economic reform, changes in social attitudes,

advances in technology, or in the case of the TPBM,

the effects of one mode of capitalism. Sometimes

these changes combine. For instance, technological

advances affect the ownership of media companies

which both shape and reflect social attitudes. Media

companies have themselves been recent targets of

take private deals, with two deals alone worth

around $40 billion in 2006 (Buckley, 2008). We

take public good to be synonymous with public

interest, common good and cognate terms, but there

are reasons for preferring that particular term: partly

analytical and partly rhetorical.

In analytical terms, using ‘good’ makes it clear we

are explicitly advocating a perspective on the TPBM

that contrasts with agency theory. Notwithstanding

that people may contest judgments about what is

good (or bad) activity, we are opening up space to

consider the effects of the TPBM as a question for

business ethicists (Michalos, 2001). Using ‘good’ also

takes us closer to an established account of the good

for society that can be traced to the foundations of

Western thought and our earliest writings on society

and governance (Aristotle, 350BCE). It is also

helpful rhetorically to juxtapose ‘private’ and ‘public’

since there is no space for public in the contempo-

rary literature on private equity and the TPBM.

Starting from the contemporary literature and

working back to accounts of the public good, the

clearest path is via stakeholder theory (Barnett, 2007;
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Berman et al., 1999; Freeman, 1984). In terms of

the TPBM, what stakeholder theory would suggest

is that restricting corporate governance to questions

of accountability to investors ignores other stake-

holders. Whilst the shareholders are one such

stakeholder, this would also include employees,

customers, suppliers, the local community and so on.

In stakeholder theories, the principal/agent rela-

tionship is simply one of a series of relationships

management has with other stakeholders. However,

these are often still understood in terms of a bilateral

relationship between management and other actors,

‘Freeman’s definition suggests a two-way relation-

ship between a firm (that is, its management) and its

stakeholders’ (Berman et al., 1999, p. 491). Also, in

most variants of stakeholder theory, ethical issues are

understood in terms of their consequences, ‘obliga-

tions that arise when an individual or corporate

agent’s decisions affect others’ (Berman et al., 1999,

pp. 492–493). These assumptions are also common

to an agency view and one limitation of stakeholder

theory is that subsequent research in the tradition of

agency theory can assimilate stakeholder theory.

Questions about ethics (originally at the heart of

considerations of stakeholder interests) have become

less central for some as the issue of how to address

stakeholder concerns has been reduced to the

(agency) problem of how to limit loss. Barnett

(2007, p. 795) aligns ‘the stakeholder theory argu-

ment’ with the problem of how, ‘firms can benefit

financially from attending to the concerns of their

stakeholders’.

The notion of stakeholder has been criticised as

being both broad and vague (Orts and Strudler,

2009). Without discussing stakeholder theory in

depth, we propose using public good to provide a

contrasting perspective on the TPBM. However, a

brief example relevant to the TPBM helps illustrate

the potential benefit of a stakeholder perspective and

also its connection to, and overlap with, the idea of

public good.

The outcome of a TPBM deal may be that private

equity investors sell on pension schemes in the firms

they acquire to specialist providers who then manage

the scheme on a contractual basis. In the event of

shortfalls, public institutions or the government may

be left to deal with the consequences. This clearly

damages one stakeholder: ‘the public’, and so stake-

holder theory has an advantage over an agency theory

account of the TPBM, which only looks at investor

interests. Unlike stakeholder theory, agency theory

leads to a remnant construction of the public: that

which is left behind once the market has had its say.

To connect stakeholder theory with public good, we

can simply say that diminishing or contributing to the

‘public good’ is another way of expressing that a key

stakeholder: ‘the public’ (however, that is defined)

has been harmed or benefits.

Operationalising public good

Partly because of its rhetorical benefit, we suggest

that in this context, public good can be invoked and

used without definitive description. This is because

one basis for critique of TPBM involves scrutinising

what is meant by ‘public’ in a particular context. The

juxtaposition of public and private and the struggle

to understand those terms can be a starting point for

critique that is context sensitive. This is because the

constituent terms ‘public’ and ‘good’ will have dif-

ferent senses and references in different settings. The

danger of offering a once and for all definition of

public (for instance, the third party in an industrial

relations model of: labour, capital and the public) is

that this could lead to an account in which the

public remains relegated to the status of ‘other’,

which is already the case in the TPBM. Rather than

providing a once and for all definition, we suggest

that exploration of the notion of ‘public good’ will

itself lead to developing criticism. There is support

for this approach in some of the relevant literature.

For instance, Perry and Rainey (1988, p. 184) argue

there are ‘multiple, sometimes conflicting concep-

tions of the public interest’. Pickhardt (2005) in a

wide ranging review of literature on the public

interest suggests public good is served by a number

of rather abstract ideals. These include: the benev-

olence of the governing elite (an idea traceable to

Plato’s Republic), adherence to the principle of

justice, a system of government that combines effi-

ciency with fairness, Gemeinsinn or a sense of com-

munity, and the altruistic behaviour of citizens both

individually and as a collective. Such ideals could be

part of a framework for a contrasting account to the

agency view of the TPBM.

These could inform a series of research questions:

does the prevalence of the TPBM compromise or
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distort the actions and priorities of government; does

it compromise attempts to balance economic effi-

ciency and fairness and industrial democracy; does it

harm a sense of community; does it compromise

altruism? Each could be examined in ways that allow

the exploration of embedded phenomena, or cul-

tural and institutional effects: at firm level or in a

particular domain such as health or taxation, or

across a particular sector. Exploring contextual fac-

tors would be consistent with a virtue ethics per-

spective, but some of these questions could also be

operationalised using different normative frame-

works: for instance, with reference to Rawls argu-

ments on fairness or the relevance of Kantian

principles to ideals of altruism.

The actions of private equity firms could all harm

or benefit ‘the public’ depending on how that is

constituted in a given context (Mok, 2002). Assess-

ment of the public good could include a potentially

vast portfolio of different indicators: income differ-

entials, employment levels and the kinds of

employment, distribution of tax burden, access to

core services, levels of crime and violence, levels of

organ donation, number of volunteer workers,

pension provision, etc. Yet, any approach reliant on

performance indicators faces some basic difficulties.

Consideration of the public good invokes axiological

(fundamental, ethical) questions and not simply

technical or operational ones. Indeed, this forms part

of the rationale for resisting a once and for all defi-

nition of the term public good.

Differences such as these are reflected in – for

example – Nozick’s (1974) and Rawls’ (1971)

divergent accounts of the good for society. These

rival accounts underline that at their heart, questions

about the public good remain contested. There is a

further important challenge to using public good. It

is difficult to discuss global concepts such as the

public good in the contemporary era. This is not

simply a question of fashion, but postmodernism,

postcolonialism and other ‘posts’ have rightly left us

uncomfortable with Discourses and Grand Narra-

tives about good and evil, or with the intellec-

tual architecture supporting modernism (Calás and

Smircich, 1999; Frenkel and Shenhav, 2006; Jack

and Westwood, 2006; Lyotard, 1984). It is partly for

this reason that O’Brien, an advocate of its use,

confesses that common good is a ‘philosophical

corpse’ (O’Brien, 2009, p. 85). Below, we trace

public good back to one notable philosophical

corpse: Aristotle, but suggest that his account of

virtue lends itself to more flexibly employed theory

in contemporary management studies than other

normative systems such as stakeholder theory.

As we have suggested, part of the value of using

public good involves an examination of what the

constituent terms mean in a given context. In that

sense, we are interested in suggesting ways to

develop narratives rather than proposing a Grand

Narrative. Virtue ethics, though ancient, can be used

in this way since it explicitly incorporates context

sensitive exploration of what is the good. As Lewis

(2009, p. 124) suggests there is a need to understand

what is right action of a person (citizen) in terms of

their politico-social setting, ‘individual ethics and the

characters of the citizens are strongly constitutive of

social norms, which are reflected in the institution-

alized enactment and enforcement of laws’. These

laws have a direct, ‘kinship’ in contemporary busi-

ness settings, in terms of the, ‘written or unwritten

code of conduct that helps guide a modern corpo-

ration’ (Lewis, 2009, p. 131).

Virtue ethics also allows a description of the

control of power that is not agency centric, but

which examines how actions are situated and

interpreted with reference to context over time.

Rather than assuming a gap between agents and

principals or construing their interests as separate,

virtue ethics involves considering how the identity

of institutions and individuals is mutually constitu-

tive. In combination with the discussion of private

equity and the public good above, a virtue ethics

account of the public good offers space to develop a

powerful, contrasting perspective to agency theory

in terms of the TPBM.

Virtue

Proximate and ultimate ends

Aristotle argues in the Nichomachean Ethics (NE)

(Aristotle, 1980) that many things can be deemed to

be good. In addition, he argues that although these

many good things are different, they are also con-

nected to one another in some way (by virtue of

being good) to a highest good (see Michalos, 2008).

To develop a more rigorous understanding of the
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good, we need to appreciate how these good things

are related (Kraut, 2002). In a famous passage,

Aristotle describes how various activities have as

their end or ‘aim’, different good things, ‘…the end

of the medical art is health, that of shipbuilding a

vessel, that of strategy victory…’ (Nichomachean

Ethics, I, 1). Because none of these things is the

ultimate good thing, and they are related to a par-

ticular activity and context, they can each be

understood as proximate ends. That is, each of these

ends is in some way subordinate to other activities

and ends. Health is not an ultimate end in itself, but

enables other activities; victory may be necessary

before there is peace, which is in turn required for

political administrations to pursue other ends and so

on (Morrell, 2009).

For Aristotle, all human activity can be said to aim

at an ultimate good: a final end, or telos. Aristotle

calls this ultimate good for humanity eudaimonia (see

Graafland, 2009). Although eudaimonia is most usu-

ally translated as happiness, it is important to note

that it is not a state of mind or mood. Instead, it is an

ongoing activity. Another way to express this is that

eudaimonia may be thought of as a verb, rather than

as a noun: ‘activity of soul exhibiting virtue [arête]’

and sometimes also translated as ‘flourishing’.

Eudaimonia is the kind of activity which we pursue

when we do those things which make us distinc-

tively human.

The distinction between proximate and ultimate

ends is relevant in considering the TPBM and the

public good, and the limits of agency theory. Private

equity firms may deliver impressive returns to share-

holders and generate wealth for their partners, but

these are proximate ends and disproportionately

benefit some groups in society. Questions about

wider effects are more distal, and in Aristotelian terms,

ultimate questions of value do not relate to share-

holder returns (the principal–agent relationship). In-

stead they concern the effect the TPBM has on the

social fabric and the ultimate social end of eudaimonia.

The TPBM may result in periods of fantastic proxi-

mate returns, but ultimately be found lacking: the

MG Rover example with which we introduced the

article is an extreme example of that. What Michalos

(2008) refers to as the observable (proximate) returns

of profit are obvious; the ultimate costs to the wider

public are unobservable and unaccounted for from

the confines of agency theory.

The investment horizon for most TPBM deals is

very short, 3–5 years perhaps, and in a sense this

comprises multiple life-stories: the life of the taken

over firm, the lives of its employees and other

stakeholders, the life of the private equity fund, the

life of that mode of capitalism, the lives of various

investors and so on. Rather than an agency per-

spective which would imply these were separate

sequences of events, explained in terms of discrete

transactions, a virtue perspective would see these as

interwoven and mutually constitutive narratives,

‘[v]irtues enforce but also oppose each other, com-

bine into new virtues, provide dilemmas because of

their incommensurability and context dependency’

(Graafland, 2009, p. 4); ‘virtues themselves are

individual, belonging to either persons or organiza-

tions. People have their own way of putting various

virtues together and forging their own ethical

characters’ (Lau and Wong, 2009, p. 281).

A virtue ethics perspective would also consider

the means and not simply the consequences when

analysing actions associated with private equity. This

contrasts with the agency view which focuses on

returns, and also with Utilitarian perspectives that

emphasise consequences. Some argue that at heart

stakeholder theories consider how to achieve, ‘a

better or ‘‘good’’ society’ (Russo and Perrini, 2010,

p. 209). This is admittedly an expression of ultimate

ends, and yet stakeholder theories also typically focus

on outcomes (for different stakeholders) not means.

In contrast, virtue ethics has at its heart the habits

and character of key actors – who become virtuous

through carrying out right actions, ‘acting in a

manner that communicates the importance of con-

sidering the means by which outcomes are achieved’

(Neubert et al., 2009, p. 159); where, virtues are

formed over time and by habit, ‘the regular repeti-

tion of the right action’ (Graafland, 2009, p. 3).

From this perspective, someone is ethical if they

have ‘developed proper virtues of character from the

practice of good actions’ (Lewis, 2009, p. 126).

Development of character over time is analogous to

the construction of a personal narrative (Morrell,

2004).

We should acknowledge that TPBM advocates

often argue that to ‘take private’ is occasionally the

only route to corporate survival and that however

painful, there are firms which would not have

survived at all without such intervention. Hence,
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some TPBM advocates might argue they were vir-

tuous in the sense they contribute more to the public

good than the effects of their not intervening (which

would have been detrimental to the public good).

Whilst that may be true it is important to keep in

mind that a virtue perspective does not reduce to

consequentialism. Instead virtue is assessed retro-

spectively with reference to consideration of char-

acter and to the principles informing the total set of

deals and transactions, as well as their consequences.

This involves considering the proximate ends

(shareholder returns, corporate survival), but also the

ultimate ends (effect on the public good). It is a

marked contrast to the agency view.

Institutions and individuals

Aristotle’s ethics is interwoven with his account of

politics, which he calls the ‘science of good for man’

(NE, I, 1). This links to a final, further benefit of

considering the connection between virtue ethics,

private equity and the public good. Virtue ethics, in

Aristotle and in other writers since, shows how

accounts of ethical behaviour can be applied not just

to individuals, but to institutions, ‘…though it is

worthwhile to attain the end merely for one man, it

is finer… to attain it for a nation or for city states’

(NE, I, 2). The implication of this is that we can

consider the actions of individual partners in private

equity firms, the actions of the firms themselves, the

nature of the firms they take over and the effect of

that industry as a whole. Another dimension of

assessment would be to see whether the actions, aims

and ambition of the key figures within private equity

firms themselves exhibit virtue. Ultimately though,

as well as understanding the outcomes in terms of

shareholder dividends, a wider assessment of private

equity would need to scrutinise whether as a mode

of capital it contributes to the public good.

To offer an alternative frame of reference for

understanding the TPBM, we could examine whe-

ther it is conducive to an environment in which

citizens can flourish. More than other normative

theories, virtue ethics considers the context for

choice and the development of character. It also

allows for the attribution of virtues and vices to

social institutions, and to society as a whole, as well

as to individuals. The emphasis on context and the

development of character are important points of

departure from agency theory. In another important

contrast, Aristotle defines the good person and the

good society in relational terms, rejecting the dual-

ism implicit in transaction models of behaviour.

MacIntyre describes this interrelationship as a con-

sequence of the rise of the Athenian city-state. For

the Athenian, ‘the question of the relationship

between being a good citizen and being a good man

[sic] becomes central’ (MacIntyre, 1984, p. 133

original emphasis). Hence, virtues are dependent on

a set of wider relations, and mutually constituted

with reference to a social structure (the city-state).

The city-state has its own set of virtues which in turn

may be questioned. Any changes within and to this

complex, can be understood in terms of how they

influence the public good. From this follows the

concern in Aristotle’s Politics with how different

governance modes affect the citizenry.

This view of the social world is a great deal

richer and more complex than a series of transac-

tions between agents, partly because it explores

what is public and what is private. Consideration of

virtue draws attention to the individual (firm,

industry) as a moral agent, and also to their his-

torical and societal context. In empirical terms,

virtue ethics can be thought of as a narrative ethic

since it understands the implications of actions not

in terms of their immediate consequences, but in

light of an individual’s environment and personal

history. Interpretation of such actions also needs to

take into account the long lasting, future implica-

tions of those actions on the individual’s personal

moral worth, or their character (Grint, 2007;

Nussbaum, 2001; Morrell, 2004). It follows that

narrative theory may be a route to develop accounts

of the consequence of TPBM deals (cf. Barry and

Elmes, 1997; Morrell, 2006, 2008). Such analysis

need not be hostile to business or private equity or

even the TPBM; it simply offers an alternative

frame of reference for understanding the actions of

firms and individuals.

This is an alternative perspective to a culture of

short-termism and quick return on investment. It is

also a clear point of contrast with the two other most

influential normative theories in stakeholder theory:

Kantianism and Utilitarianism. These suggest the

basis for moral action should be the outcomes of a

particular scenario (Utilitarianism), or the application
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of an unyielding universal principle (Kantianism).

Neither allows us to take into account past nor

future actions, which is a departure from the

emphasis on narrative that offers exciting scope in

virtue ethics. In departing from some of the

assumptions of agency theory (commensuration, a

utility calculus, self-interest, neglect of a wider

context), and from the predominant normative

theories in business ethics (Kantianism and utilitari-

anism) virtue ethics makes a welcome contribution

to debate on private equity and the public good.

The emphasis on narrative also forms a welcome

contrast to agency theory and accounts of exchange

within markets, which suggest each decision should

be approached on its own merits and solely in terms

of net expected utility. Some economists have sug-

gested that concerns over transaction costs can act as

a mechanism to establish relational governance, so

that firms do not default or cheat because of the risk

to their reputation (Poppo and Zenger, 2002).

Indeed, that logic is used in the Walker review to

suggest voluntary reporting will be taken up widely:

‘any company that is covered by these provisions

that fails to conform at least to good practice will

inevitably self-select for critical public scrutiny and

risk of reputational damage’ (Walker, 2007, p. 17).

Whether or not this explanation is sufficient to

encourage ostensibly virtuous behaviour, it is not

virtuous if it collapses to a calculation about net

expected utility. This kind of decision remains very

different from the notion of actions being connected

in a personal or institutional history and as part of the

character of an individual or institution embedded in

a wider social set of relations. One pursues arête

(virtue) by following good habits and acting in

accordance with the pursuit of the good.

Advocates of the TPBM suggest that where the

governance of firms includes a concern for a wider

set of stakeholders beyond investors and share-

holders, this can soften competition and weaken

profitability. Private equity advocates such as the

British Venture Capital Association support this

claim by presenting evidence that private equity-

backed firms secure higher productivity and create

jobs faster than public companies (BVCA, 2008)

(see also Harris et al., 2005). This may well be the

case in the short-term but if more and more firms

are run exclusively in the interests of investors,

businesses may be driven to pursue short-term

profit at the expense of employment, innovation

and research and development. The wider business

system may become more short-termist if the effi-

ciency bias within the TPBM becomes a best

practice innovation for all. This could mean the

erosion of social norms and other values which

induce firms to accommodate the interests of wider

stakeholders. The potential downside of widespread

short-termism comes in the form of consolidation,

redundancy and business failure. This opportunity

cost is borne by the public whose interests are not

factored into accounts of the benefits of the TPBM.

A broader reframing of corporate governance is

needed to account for the wider public interest.

This involves re-examination of the terms ‘corpo-

rate’ and of ‘governance’, and a commitment to

‘public’ and ‘good’ that goes beyond the narrow

confines of agency theory.

Conclusion

In The Abolition of Man, C. S. Lewis famously sug-

gested, ‘it might be going too far to say that the

modern scientific movement was tainted from its

birth; but I think it would be true to say that it was

born in an unhealthy neighbourhood and at an

inauspicious hour’ (Lewis, 1943, chapter 3, para-

graph 23). Paraphrasing Lewis, whether or not

private equity was tainted at birth, the assumptions

underpinning some versions of private equity do

seem rather unhealthy at this inauspicious hour in

the history of the global financial system. Lewis

advocated that as well as being able to quantify

things, we should pay attention to questions of

ultimate value, and quality. Private equity buy-outs,

particularly large scale ones, operate through pro-

cesses of financial engineering that can strip organi-

sations of their qualities, but preserve quantifiable

elements that feature on the balance sheet and the

profit and loss account. The results are close to, ‘the

rule of a few hundreds of men [sic] over billions

upon billions of man’ (Lewis, 1943, chapter 3, par-

agraph 5). We propose a contrasting perspective to

the agency view of private equity that takes account

of those whose interests are discounted, namely the

public. This contributes to wider theorisation about

this important business model and reflects the need

for fundamental critique.
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We need a more nuanced account of private

equity than that which is put forward in the main-

stream literature on finance. Current constructions

rely on agency theory and pose the wrong kinds

of questions about private equity. These prompt

partial answers that overlook some of the challenges

attendant with this sphere of capital. The key

question is not, ‘how is private equity more efficient

than other more established business models?’ nor is

it, ‘how does private equity improve the perfor-

mance of under performing firms?’ or ‘how can we

improve private equity?’ Instead, it is ‘what are the

wider costs and benefits of the various forms of

private equity?’ This involves revisiting basic

assumptions and operating principles and also anal-

ysis of the various forms of private equity. Crucially,

we suggest it involves assessing whether the TPBM

narrows the scope of stakeholder interests and

potentially compromises the wider pubic good.

We contribute by offering theoretical contrasts

(public good, virtue ethics) that open up space to

explore the wider effects of the TPBM. Contrasts

can lead to dialectical advances in theory, which

improve our collective ability to understand the

social world (Alvesson and Willmott, 1992; Hassard

and Kelemen, 2002; Lado et al., 2006; Van Maanen,

1995). The consensus surrounding the agency the-

ory account of private equity has clear advantages.

Agreement on certain fundamentals promotes

within-paradigm development and leads to the kind

of gains we associate with intellectual schools (Cole,

1983; McKinley et al., 1999; Pfeffer, 1993). How-

ever, it can compromise theoretical innovation.

Consensus can mean our gaze on the world is simply

a reflection of some unquestioned, shared assump-

tions. Consensus can mean that counter-consensual

viewpoints are unlikely to surface (Cannella and

Paetzold, 1994). Restricting the scope of inquiry in

this way has important consequences, because social

phenomena are affected by the theories used to

describe them (Ferraro et al., 2005, 2009; Ghoshal,

2005). The potentially deleterious effects of private

equity on the wider public suggest counter-

consensual theory is needed.

This article challenges the logic of agency theory

and the exclusive concentration on shareholder

interests which is a limitation in the literature on

finance (Scholtens, 2006). Instead, we advance the

case for considering the wider public interest

(Buckley, 2008). In doing so, we introduced an

influential normative system of ethics. Each of these

aspects of our argument challenge narrow con-

structions of ‘corporate governance’ which lend

legitimacy to the ‘take private’ variant of private

equity. ‘Governance’ in the firm is more than con-

sideration of a series of bipartisan contractual rela-

tions, and the effects of corporate actors extend

beyond these sets of relations. Firms are embedded

in wider networks of relations and part of a social

fabric. The current formulations of private equity

ignore such wider considerations because they rely

on a remnant construction of the public – as that

which is left behind once the market has had its say.

This article proposes a contrasting framework which

connects private equity and the public good.

Notes

1 The sense in which we use public good should not

be confused with the specific meaning this has in eco-

nomics, where public goods are those goods that are

non-rivalrous and non-excludable (Pickhardt, 2005;

Samuelson, 1954). Public good is synonymous with

common good (O’Brien, 2009; Morrell, 2009); Rawls

defines it as, ‘certain general conditions that are …
equally to everyone’s advantage’ (in Carcello, 2009,

p. 11).
2 Confusingly this largely comprises members who

pursue buyout private equity (Fraser-Sampson, 2007).
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